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Abstract—In spite of being the de-facto standard of container orchestrators, Kubernetes reportedly suffers from security vulnerabilities and misconfigurations which may lead to severe security threats to the containerized environments it manages. Mitigating such threats based on alerts raised by existing security monitoring solutions (e.g., Falco) can be challenging. First, taking actions upon every alert can cause unacceptable service disruption, as many such alerts may turn out to be false positives. Second, validating each alert by administrators before taking actions may render the mitigation too late to prevent irreversible damages, e.g., denial of service. In this paper, we propose a non-disruptive proactive mitigation approach to address those limitations. Our main idea is to proactively trigger mitigation actions before taking actions may render the mitigation too late to prevent irreversible damages, while designing the mitigation actions to be non-disruptive to avoid any service disruption caused by false alerts. We implement and integrate our approach with Kubernetes, and show its effectiveness and efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to its inherent agility and flexibility, containerization has emerged as a popular choice for many large-scale applications, such as 5G networks. Such containerized applications are typically deployed and managed through container orchestrators, such as the de-facto standard choice, Kubernetes [1]. Even though orchestrators play a vital role for the applications, existing orchestrators reportedly suffer from various vulnerabilities and misconfigurations whose exploitation may allow attackers to cause severe service disruption (e.g., Kubernetes privilege escalation shown at Black Hat USA 2022 [2]). Therefore, attack mitigation is critical for ensuring the service continuity of containerized applications.

To that end, most existing security solutions for Kubernetes fall short. First, the well-known high false positive rate of existing security monitoring tools (e.g., Falco [3]) means that an aggressive approach of taking mitigation actions upon seeing every alert is impractical, as any false alarm may lead to unacceptable service disruption. Instead, most administrators would validate the alerts before taking mitigation actions, which can be tedious and cause significant delay to the mitigation. Second, there exist “proactive” attack mitigation solutions (e.g., [4]–[6]) which reduce such a delay by performing costly security verification in advance based on prediction. Nonetheless, as their mitigation steps are still triggered after the attacks occur, it may still be too late to prevent irreversible damages such as denial of service or information leakage. Those limitations will be further illustrated to motivate towards our solution through an example in Section II-B.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to proactively trigger mitigation actions before attacks actually occur, namely, WARP (i.e., warping the defence timeline between attack and its mitigation). To avoid any service disruption caused by false alarms, our idea is to rely on non-disruptive mitigation actions (e.g., live migration of containers) with negligible delay. Specifically, WARP first builds a predictive model of attacks based on Falco alerts in Kubernetes, as well as MITRE ATT&CK framework [7] for attacker’s tactics and strategies. Second, using the predictive model, WARP predicts the attacker’s next steps at runtime, identifies the resources that might be involved, and evaluates the risks of potential damages. Finally, it migrates the resources according to an optimal strategy for mitigating the overall damages to the cluster. WARP is implemented for Kubernetes and evaluated using real-world APT attacks simulated in a controlled environment.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

- As per our knowledge, this is the first proactive attack mitigation approach that can also avoid the service disruption caused by potential false alarms.
- We instantiate this approach based on Kubernetes through developing techniques for predictive model construction, attack prediction, risk evaluation, and optimal migration.
- We build the first large-scale Kubernetes attack dataset with 231k Falco alerts based on real-world APT attacks simulated in a controlled environment. Our experiments using the dataset show WARP’s efficacy (e.g., mitigating 81% of the alerts with a cumulative delay of 30 seconds per hour for the entire cluster during attack).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides preliminaries. Section III, IV and V detail our approach, implementation and experiments, respectively. Section VI reviews literature and Section VII draws conclusion.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Background

Kubernetes is widely regarded as one of the most popular container orchestrators [8]. Left side of Figure 1 shows a simplified view of a Kubernetes cluster. Such a cluster contains...
multiple worker nodes and a master node, where each node has several Pods as deployment unit to host various services, such as network functions in a 5G network (UDM, AUSF, etc.). Such a cluster might also be configured with Falco, which is a Kubernetes runtime security solution that monitors syscalls and raises alerts about occurring events in a cluster.

B. Motivating Example

As a motivating example, Fig. 1 illustrates an attack scenario on a Kubernetes cluster hosting a 5G core due to a real-world vulnerability (CVE-2021-3156 [9]) in Kubernetes. As shown on the left, the attacker performs three major steps: (1) at time $T_6$, exploiting CVE-2021-3156 to infect a Pod (AMF) in Worker node 1, (2) at $T_8$, escaping to the node level at Worker node 1, and (3) at $T_{10}$, leaking information at another Pod (UDM) in the same node. During the progress of this attack, Falco (mentioned above) raises three alerts: Alert #6 at $T_6$, Alert #8 at $T_8$, and Alert #10 at $T_{10}$. To mitigate this attack based on those alerts, the right side of the figure shows two potential approaches:

- **Fast (but disruptive) mitigation**: As shown in the figure, suppose Security admin 1 adopts a fast mitigation approach by immediately blocking the access to the binary directory of the adjacent Pod (AUSF) upon observing Alert #1 at $T_1$ (which indicates a writing in SMF binary directory) with the hope of limiting the attack damage. However, suppose the admin later finds out that Alert #1 is actually a non-attack alert (caused by a false positive). Consequently, this approach has caused an unnecessary disruption to the AUSF service.

- **Non-disruptive (but slow) mitigation**: As shown in the figure, suppose Security admin 2 adopts a non-disruptive mitigation approach by analyzing each alert (till Alert #10) to fully understand the scenario before implementing a new network policy for mitigation. However, as the mitigation happens after the attacker moves to the worker node, this approach fails to prevent the information leakage at UDM, whose damage is irreversible.

**Our Solution.** As shown on the bottom of the figure, WARP overcomes both limitations by proactively building an attack prediction model (before $T_1$), continuously predicting the risks as alerts are received (e.g., at $T_6$, predicting the risk for all Pods in Worker node 1 from Alert #6), and at $T_6$, applying non-disruptive mitigation (i.e., live migration of Pod) for UDM. Consequently, WARP can limit the damage of information leakage at UDM without causing any unnecessary service disruption (despite the presence of false alarms).

C. Threat Model

The in-scope threats include attacks that are launched by either external attackers or insiders through exploiting misconfigurations or vulnerabilities in a containerized environment such as Kubernetes, and we assume the initial step(s) of those attacks can be detected by an existing detection or monitoring tool such as Falco (the detection itself is out of the scope of this paper). The out-of-scope threats include any attacks which may be effectively prevented through security patches, firewalls, intrusion prevention systems, etc. (as WARP is designed to mitigate the damages caused by “inevitable” attacks such as APTs), zero day attacks which can completely evade existing detection tools (as WARP is triggered by their alerts), or attacks targeting lower-level infrastructures than containerized applications and services (as WARP focuses on Kubernetes). Finally, we assume the integrity of WARP, Falco, and Kubernetes is protected with existing trusted computing techniques (e.g., remote attestation [10]) and any integrity breach is beyond our scope.

III. WARP Approach

A. Overview

Fig. 2 shows an overview of WARP with two major phases: (i) **Offline Proactive Attack Modeling**, and (ii) **Runtime Detection and Mitigation**. The inputs to WARP are the Falco alerts collected from Kubernetes environment. During the offline phase, WARP extracts the MITRE ATT&CK tactics property from Falco alerts and builds a predictive model with probabilistic dependency relationships among MITRE ATT&CK tactics. During the runtime phase, when Alert Interception detects a Falco alert, WARP leverages the predictive model to predict the attacker’s next move, calculates a risk value for all the resources, and optimally selects Pods to be migrated to another node. In the following, we elaborate on both phases.
B. Offline Proactive Attack Modeling

Predictive Model Building. First, each Falco alert contains several properties with more detailed information about abnormal behavior. One of these properties is a MITRE ATT&CK tactic that indicates the MITRE ATT&CK tactic related to the alert (e.g., Privilege Escalation - MITRE ATT&CK TA0004). Therefore, the first sub-component is Falco Log Collection and Processing, which parses the alert log entries collected and aggregated by Falco from different Pods in order to extract the mitre_<tactic_name> tag. Then, the training dataset including the extracted tactics is sent to the second sub-component, i.e., Predictive Model Learning, which generates the predictive model. The predictive model represents the potential sequential transitions from one tactic to another as well as the relative probabilities of such transitions, based on historical data. This model is represented as a Bayesian network where nodes indicate MITRE ATT&CK tactics, edges indicate their transitions and are labeled with probabilities of transitions. To build the Bayesian network model, we use the pgmpy Python library [11].

Example 3.1: As an example, Fig. 3a shows three log entries collected by Falco for our attack scenario, with the MITRE ATT&CK tactic highlighted. First, Alert #1 relates to a potential Privilege Escalation tactic employed by an attacker, followed by Execution then lastly Persistence. Such Falco log entries serve as the inputs for learning a Bayesian network model about the relationship between tactics and their probabilities. Fig. 3b shows an example of this model covering our attack scenario starting from Privilege Escalation, leading to Execution then Persistence, with a probability of 31% and 25%, respectively.

C. Runtime Attack Detection and Mitigation

Proactive Attack Prediction. This component first performs Future Attack Prediction using the predictive model and then performs Resource Risk Calculation by examining the Falco alert properties, as shown in Fig. 3c. As an example, we assign each parameter a value on scale from 1 to 5 according to the definition given below. Then we apply a risk formula (inspired by [12]) to estimate the risk associated with each Pod.

- Priority Severity [1 – 5]: Priority parameter inside each Falco alert (i.e., Critical, Error, Warning, Notice, Debug).
- MITRE ATT&CK Tactic Severity [1 – 5]: Average priority severity of all alerts for one tactic.

Next, if the calculated risk exceeds a predefined threshold, which is a percentage of the maximum risk specified by the security admin based on the desired level of threat awareness, then the next component, Non-disruptive Attack Mitigation, will be triggered to perform Pod migration. Meanwhile, the risk calculation process will continue for the next alert.

Non-disruptive Attack Mitigation. The first step for performing non-disruptive mitigation is to find the optimal destination node for migration. The Optimal Resource Selection sub-component applies linear programming to find the optimal destination node.
We build a relatively large Falco alert dataset for Kubernetes with both normal and APT attacks data to facilitate the learning of our predictive model (discussed in Section III-B) and to support future research. For the attack alerts, we apply CALDERA [21], an adversary emulation platform, developed by MITRE to mimic the attacks in a Kubernetes cluster in the form of MITRE ATT&CK tactic sequences (as summarized in Table I). For the normal alerts, we take advantage of the fact that Falco generates normal daily routine alerts even in the absence of any attack. We then label these alerts as “attack” or “normal”, respectively. Our dataset contains 231K alerts (including 2,314 attack alerts and 228,686 normal alerts).

**Challenges.** During building this dataset, we encounter several challenges as follows. As Falco reports alerts together for all resources in a cluster, we need to aggregate those alerts to reconstruct the attack steps. For this purpose, we first automatically group the alerts by resources (i.e., container ID) and then extract MITRE ATT&CK tactics’ property from the sequence of alerts. Additionally, the dataset is unbalanced with the number of normal alerts significantly higher than the attack alerts, as Falco generates a considerable number of similar alerts for system events. To obtain a realistic balanced dataset, we undersample the normal and oversample the attack alerts.

### V. EXPERIMENTS

#### A. Implementation and Experimental Setup

WARP is implemented in Python and integrated with Kubernetes v1.20.2. For collecting runtime security alerts, we deploy Falco in a Kubernetes cluster using the official Helm deployment. Our Kubernetes cluster is hosted over 11 VMs running Lubuntu 20.04. One VM as master node (eight vCPUs and 32GB RAM), and ten other VMs as worker nodes (each four vCPUs and 8GB RAM). We apply VirtualBox6.1 as the hypervisor, and CRIU v0.27.0 [22] for Pod migration. The physical hardware of our cloud is composed of one physical rack-mount server with 2x Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 CPU @ 2.20GHz and 128GB of DDR4-2933 running Debian 10.

#### B. Experimental Results

**Attack Progress.** The first set of experiments (as shown in Fig. 5) evaluates the effectiveness of WARP for mitigating three APT attacks (i.e., SWC, APT 3, and APT 29) under different threshold risk values as those attacks progress (reflected by the number of received Falco alerts). The risk values are calculated using the method described in Section III-C upon receiving each Falco alert. For instance, APT 29 is completed during the first three alerts and reaches to high after Alert 7. As the figure shows, for different thresholds (30%, 50%, and 70%), indicated by horizontal dashed line, WARP will mitigate the attacks at different risk levels. A threshold of 30% (in Fig. 5(a)) can mitigate all the attacks and prevent potential damages to the cluster. A higher threshold of 50% (shown in Fig. 5(b)) will mitigate APT 29, while allowing...
APT 3 and SWC to successfully complete without being mitigated. Finally, a threshold of 70% (shown in Fig. 5(c)) will only mitigate APT 29 at the high risk level, and the other attacks will complete successfully. The implication of those results is that a security admin could generally choose a lower threshold to mitigate attacks more effectively (although it also implies a slightly higher migration delay, as shown in the following experiments).

Mitigation Delay. The second set of experiments is to measure the mitigation delay caused by WARP under different migration techniques and different service (container) sizes. We consider two popular techniques for container migration:

- **Docker**: Where the migration is performed by first stopping the pod and then copying it to the new location.
- **CRIU [22]**: A checkpoint is set on a Pod and restored in a new Pod in a new node from that checkpoint.

Fig. 6a shows the migration delay for both techniques for different container sizes (in MB). CRIU has an overall constant migration time of 0.94s for different sizes of containers, while Docker has exponentially growing delay (up to 32s for the largest container). Note that, except for the tightly coupled containers which are meant to be inside the same Pod, the Kubernetes best practice of running only one application or container per Pod will result in a 0.87s migration delay on average by WARP. Fig. 6b depicts the impact on migration delay for ten different container services with different sizes (from 22 MB to 316 MB), with the Average Migration Delay ranging from 0.4s to 3.1s for different thresholds (30%, 50%, and 70%). Additionally, Fig. 6c measures the Migration Frequency (i.e., the expected number of delays per hour) for those ten different container services (i.e., Services 1-10) for different thresholds. Higher threshold values generally imply less frequent migration and hence less delay (e.g., Services 1, 2, and 3). Finally, Fig. 6d experiments on both Migration Frequency and Average Migration Delay for different threshold values; which shows both the migration frequency and delay decreases as threshold increases. The implication of those results is that, although there is a tradeoff between mitigation effectiveness (mentioned above) and migration delay, the impact on services is generally negligible and non-disruptive as migration preserves the network connection state.

Mitigation Accuracy. The third set of experiments is to measure the accuracy of WARP in terms of mitigating attack-related alerts (i.e., true positives), non-attack alerts (false positives), and missed attack alerts (false negatives). Table II shows the numerical results for six of the simulated attacks, respectively, and for the whole dataset. As mitigated attack alert rate and missed attack alert rate are complementary (i.e., adding to 100%), we mention only mitigated attack alert rate in the Table II. Fig. 7 depicts that, for three selected thresholds (30%, 50%, and 70%), lower threshold values result in higher mitigated attack alert rates, lower missed attack alert rates, and higher false positive rates for different-sized services. The implication of those results is that a lower threshold is generally preferable thanks to the non-disruptive nature of migration (i.e., false positives are of less concern as they only mean slightly more delay).

TABLE II: WARP effectiveness per attack and dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Mitigated Attack Alert (%)</th>
<th>Total per attack (%)</th>
<th>Total Dataset (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. RELATED WORK

Existing mitigation approaches (e.g., [4]–[6]) for container and cloud environments perform computationally expensive steps in advance and keep the final mitigation step for the attack to occur. However, as these approaches only start the mitigation upon critical events, they may still be too...
late to prevent irreversible damages caused by the attacks, while our solution launches mitigation earlier to minimize such damages. There exist many attack detection and analysis approaches for containers, such as anomaly-based (e.g., Unicorn [23]), provenance-graph-based (e.g., ProvDetector [24]), and machine learning-based methods (e.g., [25]–[27]). Several works counter specific classes of attacks for containers, e.g., proactively preventing lateral movements by enabling least privilege policies [27]–[30] and applying graph optimization to audit logs [31]. Finally, there exist other approaches for containers (e.g., [12], [32]–[35]) which are either heuristic or rule-based, thus requiring an effort for maintaining and updating the heuristics or rules. Nonetheless, most existing works do not directly provide a general mitigation solution, and are thus complementary to our work.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a proactive non-disruptive attack mitigation approach for Kubernetes clusters. We derived a predictive model from MITRE ATT&CK tactics, and utilized it to proactively migrate the risky resources to the optimal nodes. We also built a Falco alert dataset for Kubernetes attacks, implemented, and evaluated our solution for Kubernetes. In our future work, we intend to explore other mitigation methods to complement migration for better coverage.
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